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The enemy put their guard down, praise god in Jesus name for Donald J. Trump
for taking the shot. He can pave the way but only we the people can go down the
road of greatness. Our country was taken over by communist revolutionaries who
followed rules to help prevent enacting actual revolution and rather took control
from within by the use of black mail. The thing about the united states is that our
separations of power have effectively prevented the total 3rd party black mail
control or the private 4th branch of government from asserting any kind of
permanent control on the legitimate branches of government. People in positions of
power are compromised most easily by some form of honey pot, now this is the part
where things get really ugly. In the not so distant past this nations Christian
leaning prevented homosexuality from social acceptability in all but select groups
and meant that it could be used effectively as blackmail. Nowadays, however;
Christians have hind end in the air tolerance to such the degree of the blasphemous
satanic marriages that are too commonplace in todays alleged churches leaving the
powers leveraging for control via blackmail fewer choices. Pedophilia is the tool
of choice for the powers of consolidation against the rule of the people, no horror
is inconceivable in this day of Lucifer the deceiver and his following grows to
face down the pure love of American Liberty and God's inflexible inevitable
judgment. Sex with children is the very absolute bottom of the dark moist nature
that is evil, those oculists in search of black magics and those satanists open to
channel demons and divine sciences are the foremost of those who sin against
innocents. Vigilance is more than necessary, public settings are where the black
mailers have the most opportunity to catch their black mailee off guard; drugging
drinks would be one of the more effective ways of incapacitating the black mailee.
Targets of black mail control are kidnapped and compromised in child pornography
which is promptly shown to the black mailee to assert the leverage of control, mind
you; if the target is willing to have sex with, torture, and murder infants and
toddlers drugging and kidnapping apparently wouldn't be necessary. Donald J. Trump
has set the scales of justice back up against the leverage of control from the 4th
branch shadow government black mailers, the reactionary among them having seen the
end game results in the capitol punishment of treason for what they had done to
gain their power is traitorous to both god and nation. Since November 8, 2016 these
compromised people of the legitimate branches of government, in Hollywood, and any
other affected group have scrambled to cover up their tracks using the largest
political witch hunt in united states of America history. The concepts that
corruption is synonymous with consolidation and that the extremes of either
communism or capitalism is eventual consolidation, or oligarchy, would obviously
point at the wealthy as the source of corrupt black mail leverage 3rd party 4th
branch shadow government. Millennials are the generation of Occupy and the legions
of anonymous, we are not stupid yet we are told like we are that; "capitalism has
caused us to be have nots! We must throw down the systems of freedom and accept
socialism because capitalism has failed!". However many times they say it no more
evidence rises to say anything but opposite of those proclamations; it is because
of the socialization of our economy by globalization that our system has seemed to
fail, it is because of 50 years of communism asserting 4th branch leverage on our
legitimate government, it is because of we the people's failure to member our own
history, and it is because we did nothing as they became a global oligarchy by
monopoly. I cannot throw shit at the president for his previous success and so
called wealth, because; by comparison to the globalist oligarchs Donald J. Trump is
not rich at all. Were Trump impeachable or in any form of real jeopardy he would
not currently be the president of the united states of America, he would never have
been inaugurated because; Obama would have had him arrested. Trump has a situation
though when big names begin to fall to pedophile gate, Hollywood and television are
some of the biggest expenses of the oligarchs and conceivably full of compromised
black mailees all of whom work collaboratively to cover up the scale of child sex
slavery rackets needed to support such widespread black mailing. 9-11 was a literal

cover up of this abuse of power, as investigations were about to uncover the sex
rings in the years previous and the Mk-ultra offshoot project MONARCH was uncovered
peoples attention perked up to the corruption. Then we were attacked by Saudi
Arabia on 9-11-2003 and the topic was all but lost in the noise of inside jobs and
political nightmares realized. Hunter s. Thompson was murdered preparing a book on
the pedophile politicians, supreme court justice Anton Scalea was murdered in
anticipation of this kind of resistance Hillary Clinton was supposed to finalize
the cover up by arresting alternative sources of information and by removing
freedom of press from gorilla journalists. Many of our fellow citizens have been
killed by these pedophiles and judging from the resistance to Trump, the numbers of
people involved in one way or another seems staggering. I have wondered where the
levers of power are among the globalists, now I see there are none among them
having compromised themselves to each other with the blood of little boys and girls
all of them being black mailees means that the only leverage of power among them is
one of mutual destruction. The outside force of the executive branch against the
black mail scheme of the others has the potential now to purge our nation of this
corruption.

